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In view of the recent developments on the scientific, technologicaJ and
politi~ side about the use of public-key syste~s as a future primitive for
secure dat3o-processing around the world the European Institute /or System
Security (E.{.S.S.) has convened a. workshop to assess the State 0/ the Art
and FUture Directions 0/ Public-Key Cryptography within its mission th30t
it has been given by the state governrnent of Baden-Württemberg to pr~

vide Imow-how and technology transfer 30t top scientific level to authorities
and industrial concerns in Germany, Europe and the high-tech community
worldwide.

The recent announcement of the NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) through its Deputy Director Raymond G. Kammer·at the
House of Representatives of the United States of America on Jllne 27, 199~

-less than one week before the beginning of the meeting - provided even
more evidence to the fact that a survey assessment of todays present' state
of the art c~ried out by independent hody of research and tcchnology rep
resentatives would be welcomed by the high-tech community around the
world.

The task to give a fair assessment of the present state of public-key
technology was only to be managed by a serious planning and a thoroughly
composed list of invitees each of whom could contribute to at least two spe
cial topics of public-key cryptography at frontline research and technological
level. In order to document the scientific importance and independence of
the workshop it was a happy circumstance that this meeting could take place
at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach.

Its relaxed and positive atmosphere and the beautyful surrounding land
scape - a.s well a.s the wel1-known hospitality'of all staff - combined to
achieve a very dose working relationship among the participants, in spite
of the hot July we3other, which indeed enforced severaf evening sessions! It
was especially noted that without the special support an!l the dedication of
the director of the institute, Professor Barner, trus.meeting which has heen
arranged in addition to already tight schedule could not have taken place.
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The Role of Public-Key Cryptography

During the fifteen year period since its' invention the concept of public
key eryptography has completely changed the field of seeurity.

Secreey, -the classieal feature, has not remained the essential topic of se-
eure systems in the open high-tech-community. It is rather the problem of
authentication, identification and integrity verification, t1:Lat has made clear
that the eentral topic is ratherthe notion of trust, its generation, trans
port, preservation and management in complex systems.. Owing to modern
mathematical research, the invention of one-way-functions has provided an
aJgorithmic tool to develop -mechanisms for these primitives of trust. han-
dling. -

The only known public-key algorithms are based on aJgebraic data struc
tures which are closely related to the areas of Algebra and Computational
Number Theory. Results from these areas formed an essential part of the
workshop, showing that the essential directions for the future development
of what is still called "Public-Key Cryptography" is is rather that of pre-
serving trUst than th(~.t of preserving secrecy.

List o( Topics choosen through Self-Assessment

Following the long-standing tradition 30t the Mathematisches Forschungsin
stitut Obenoolfach 30 detaHed selection of topics to be covered had not been
imposed on or issued to the parÜcipants berore the meeting. .

As a better alternative, a list of the most interesting and important
topics has been worked out in a mutual discussion by the paiticipants as the
first taSk of the workshop. As the meeting dev~oped more emphasis was
placed on certain topics requiring more in depth consideration according to
following short self assessment reviews after each session. The topics initially
defined are given in the follo~ing list.

• State of the Art in Factoring

• Factoring, Pri~_ality Tests and other Applications. using Elliptic Curves

• Relations between Computing the Discre~e. Logarithm and Factoring

• (Fast) Generation of Primes (with certain Properties)

• Comparison of the RSA-Sche~e a.nd PKC's based on the Discrete
Logarithm
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• Fast Computation for Public· Key Cryptosystems

• Other known Public-Key Crypt~systems

• Embedding of Public-Key Cryptosystems in Protocols.

• Hash Functions and their Interface to Public-Key Cryptosystems

• Specific Hash Functions

• Lifetime and Use of Systems.

The form of topits which crystallized through several self-assessment re-
views which took pla~e after each session,is represented by the following
abstracts.

Thomas Beth, E.I.S.S., Universität Karlsruhe
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Abstracts

Facto~ing

The security of many cryptosystems telles on the assumption that fac
toring large integers is a computationaIly infeasible problem. In this talk I
have discussed various factoring aIgorithms froma practical point of view.
~mong these the most important, and most practical algorithms are: the
elliptic curve method, the double large prime variation of the multiple, poly
nomial quadratic sieve (ppmpqs), and the number ficld sieve (nfs). .

Despite an enormous computationaI effort during the last 6 years, no
body has ever found a factor of more than 38 digits using the elliptic curve
method (ecm). Future better implementations (FFT in the second stage,
MASPAR) might be able to find factors of up to 40 digits, hut it is con
sidered unlikely, that 'ecm will ever be able to find factors of 50 or more
digits.

The lugest number ever factored with ppmpqs, 'a general purpose factor
ing algorithm, currently has 116 decimaI digits. This computation took 400
MIP years and was distrihuted over a worldwide network of workstations,
communicaiing via electronic maiL Using the run time estimates for ppm
pqs, one finds that factoring 512 hit numbers (currently a papular choice in
cryptosystems) is 1300 times more, difficult than factoring 116 digits. Fac
toring a 512 bit number would thus require about 500.000 MIP years, which
makes it an exceedingly hard, but not necessarily impossible computation
for the first stage. The second stage would require approximately 300 Gbyte
of storage, and 7 months on a 16K MASPAR. No practical experience has
been ohtained yet with the general number field sieve. In a later lecture
Robert Silverman presented his data that are relevant for the nfs. This

. made us believe that the number field sieve is not unlikely to be better than
ppmpqs for numbers in the 512 bi trange.

Arjen K. Lenstra, Morristown, NJ

The number field sieve

The number field sieve is an algorithm for factoring positive integers n.
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It is conjectured to run in time Lnli,O(l»), where Ln[r,c] =exp(c. (log nt .
(log log n)l-r). The initial idea of the number field sieve is due to John
Pollard (1988), who proposed it for the fa.ctorization of a very special dass
of numbers. The modifications necessary to m~e it applicable to general
n are due to Joe Buhler, earl Pomerance, myself, and Len Adleman. As
many other factoring aJgorithms, the number field sieve attempts to fac
tor n by solving the congtuence x 2 == y2 mod n, subject to x ~ y mod n;
namely, then gcd(x ± y, n) is for each ~oice of the"sign a non-trivial divi
sor of n. Instead of searching for "square == square" modn, one looks for
solutions of "square :. smooth" modn, where "smooth" means "built up
from small prime divisors"; namely, using linear algebra over F2, one can
multiply many solutions of "square == smooth" into one solution of "s·qu·are
=: square": Also a solution of "smooth == smooth" can be used, since if x, Y
are smooth with x =:. y mod n, then x2 == xy mod n aild zy is smooth as
well. The way in which factoring algorithms often generate smooth numbers
is that they generate small numbers and exploit the fact that sm.all numbers
are more likely to be smooth than lalge ones. However, in any congruence
x == y mod n with x ~ y at least one of x, y is at least in in absolute. value, "
so that x, y cannot be Yill smal1; but this obstruction can be gotten around

. by exploiting algebraic number fie1ds. In the lecture it was explained how
this works, and how the problems caused by the presence of units and the
la.ck of unique factorization can be resolved by means of quadratic characters.

Hendrik W. Lenstra, Jr., Uruversity of Califorrua, Berke1ey

Computational Experience with the General Number Field Sieve

The Number Field Sieve (NFS) is a new algorithm for factoring very large
integers of special form. It is remarkably fast. A theoretical generalization
is known, but no one knew whether it was practical.

Based on analysis of norms that arise in the computation, one can show
that the crossover point (for general integers) with the Quadratic Sieve is
somewhere between 140 and 150 digits.

I ran the algorithm on a variety of numbers between 30 and 90 digits.
Extrapolatio~ of this data confinns the theoreticaJ crossover estimate.

It can also be shown. that there exist large sets of integers for which
NFS is substantially faster than QS. However, these sets are only a small
fraction of the entire set of integers. The relevant criterion is whether the
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number to be factored ean be written as a low degr;polynomial with small
coefficients. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any good methods for
determining when this is possible.

Robert D. Silverman, Bedford,MA

Quadrati.c Sieve (QS) 'Improvements

Multiple polynomials

Instead of F(x) = (x + lv'NJ) 2 - N .when factoring N, try I(x) = ax2 +
bx +c = *[(2ax +b? - (b2 - 4ac)]. When sieving over ...;...M ~ x ~ Ai, then

choosing q ~ 1ft, b· ~ 0, Ir - 4ac = N gives I(M) ~ I( -M) ~ -/(0).
The largest fex) is M VNT8 rather than 2Mv'N. Multiple vaJues of a may
be used to reduee the size of M when colleeting relations.
Large and Two Large Prime Variations
Originally QS required fex) be B-smooth, where Bis the factor base bound~

An early modifieation (also used in CFRAC) allowed one large prime to di-.
vide fex). H f(xl) = SIR and f(X2) = s2R where 81,82 are B-smooth, then
!CX.1)J(Z2) = S182 is B-smooth. With only slightly more effort R can have
two prime factors be10w B, with several partial relations multiplied together
to get a full relation. However this inereases disk space and the matrix is
more dense. .

Peter L. Montgomery, University of California, L.A.

FFT extension to ECM

When a.ttempting to factor an integer N, the Elliptie Curve Method
(ECM) selects an el1iptic curve E mod N and a starting point P on E. Step
1 eomputes Q = M . P using the group law, wheie M is divisible by al1
small primes. H step 1 fails to loeate a zero divisor (and hence a factor)
of N, step 2 assurnes that s . Q = 0 (identity element) modp for some
plN and prime s. The FFT extension will allow 8 ~ 1010 eompared to
s ~ 107 for eonventional implementations. Using convolution algorithms
modN (see"An FFT extension to the p - 1 factoring a1gorithm" by myself
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and Silverman in Matb. Camp. April, 1990), we let:

feX) = Il(x - X(11liQ))

and test
gcd(f(X),j'(X) Il(X - x(njQ») mod N

for certain chosen sequences [mi] and [nj], succeeding if slm. # nj witb i :f j
or slm. ± nj. Here x(n· Q) denotes tbe x·coordinate of m· Q.

Peter L. Montgomery, University of California, L.A.

FFT-Arithmetics in algebraic extension fields

A short account of recent improvements on tbe speed of very long in·
teger arithmetics· was given. The methods developed are special versions
of the sa.called ADFT·Transform using normal bases in algebraic exten
sion fields. Thc application of these tools is to provide a speed-up mecha
nism in the recursive algorithm design at the crucial point when breaking
fr<?m the Schönhage-Strassen-Fermat-Transform to mo~e conventional arith
mctics. Thc importance of this method for sieve generation can be seen from
the related talks by Silverman & Montgomery.

Thomas Beth, University of Karlsrube

Factoring Integers and Computing Discrete Logarithms via Dio
phantine Approximation

Let N be an integer wi th at least two distinct prime factors. We reduce
the problem of factoring N to the task of finding t + 2 integer solutions
(et , ... , et) E zt of the inequali ties

It ei logPi -log NI ~ N-cp:-6 and
.=1

t

L ledogpil ~ (2c - l)logN +26logpt,
i=1
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where c > I and' 0 < 6 < I a.re fixed and PI," • ,Pt are the first t primes.
We show, under the assumption that the smooth integers distribute uni
formly", that there are N(+o(l) many solutions (ei, ... , et) .if c > I and if
( := c - 1 - (2c - l)loglogNflogpt > O. We associate with the primes
Pt, .. · ,Pt a lattice L C R t+1 of dimension t and we associate with N a point
N E "Rt+1

. We reduce the problem of factoring N to the task of finding lat
tice vectors z that are sufficiently elose to N in the I-norm. The dimension
t of the lattice L is polynomial in log N. For N :::::: 2512 it is about 6300. We
also reduce the problem of comp·uting, for a prime N, discrete logari thms of
the units in Z/N1. to a similar diophantine approximation problem.

. Claus ,P. Schnorr, Universität Frankfurt

Some Reßections on Cryptography

1. While not dissenting from .anything Andy Odlyzko said, there are a
couple of additional points thcit should be noted about discret~ loga
rithms. Like factoring, solving discrete logarithms is based on° sieving
followed by linear equation solving

(a) The sieveing requires almost no memory, and with care can fit into
ma.chine registers, so is purely CPU bound, where as factoring
sieving tends to be memory bandwidth bound.

(b) The linear equations are to be solved over a large finite field (or
a direct sum of fields), rather that over GF(2). This tends to
make the equation solving even more of a. bottleneck that it is f~r

fa.ctoring~

2. The amount of work going into sieving is enough to try all 32-bi t seeds
for typical random-number 'generators. Hence a source of many ran
dom bits is required. We have empiricaJ evidence that carefully bulling
bits off an Ethernet will provide a source of bits secure against any
one who wasn 't observing the actual traffic heing used as a saurce of
randomness. One open question is: what constitutes" a "good" prime
for RSA, and/or for Diffie Hellman?

James Davenport, University of Bath, G.ß.
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Discrete Logarithms

The only discrete logarithm algorrthms that work in all groups G run
in time on the order of v'fGl. Elliptic curve cryptosystems appear to be
quite secure at the moment, as the recent work of Menezes, Okamoto and
Vanstone applies only to a small and well understood dass of curves. On the
other hand, Coppersmith's algorithm in fields GF(2n ) is very effective, and
could be used to compute discrete logs for n up to perhaps 600. For fields
GF(p), discrete logarithm algorithms are only·a little less efficient than al
gorithms for factoring integers of the same size.

Andrew Odlyzko, Murray HilI, NJ

An Eflicient Cryptographic Hash Function

We propose an efficient algori thm that hashes messages of arbi trary bi t
length into an 128 bit hash value. The algorithm is designed to make the
production of a pair of colliding messages. computationaJly infeasible. The
aJgorithm has interestirig provable properties. Each hash· value in {O, 1}128

occurs with frequency at most 2;....120.

Claus P. Schnorr, Universi tät Frankfurt

Planning Requirements ror Cryptographic Systems

Workshop objective:
Advice to security system designer in the 1990's.

Problems

.TacticaJ Strategie
Authentica.tion bounded bounda.ble
Secrecy bounded unboundable,

esp. for storage systems

Lifetimes of Cryptosystems
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Cipher From To
ED;igma 1920's ~ 1940's
(many versions)
M-209 1930's ~ today
KL-7 ~1950 ~1980

KW-7 ~1960 ~1990

DES 1975 ;:::1993

Storage security systems may be ,in use niuch longer.

Traffic Lifetimes

Product announcements
mergers, interest rates
Trade Secrets (Coca Cola)
H-bomb Secret
Diplomatie Embarrassments
Fate of Sidney Riley .
Identities of Spies
(5th man Venoha)
Personal Affairs
US. Census Data .
(individual)

days or
weeks
decades
> 40 years

> 65 years
> 50 years

> 50 years
100 years

Prediction Difficulties

Rard,ware Software
Expected faster speeds e.g. better

bigger memories memory management
Not Expected massively Coppersmith on logs in

distributed GF(2n )' and Quadratic Sieve

Design Problem:

• A system fielded in 1995 may still be in use in 2025 and encrypt some
thing that must be secr~t until 2075.

• What will we be able to factor in 20757

• Will someone do an 80 year precomputation for logarithms7

Design Approach:
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• Determine the longest modulus for fields size that can be aeeommo
dated in each application.

• Provide for upgrade paths in design.

Whitfield Diffie, Mountain View, CA

A users view of public-key cryptog'raphy

We first noted that "The future for publie-key eryptography is at least as
much 30 function of what needs to be done as it is of what can be done" .Needs
were examined from two points of view: 30 variety of information integrity
protocols were analyzed from the standpoint of trust;· and 30 long list of
needed information integrity funetions was presented, each item of whieh is
the intended function for some prototco!. .

·While it is undoubted an oversimplification, 30 useful way of viewing
information integrity protoeols is that they are primarily deviees for trans
ferring trust from where it exists to where it is needed in order for a. protocol
funetion to the trustworthy. As a. simple example; the key distribution pro- .
toeol of ANSI X9.17 is a mechanism for tr~sferring uneonditional trust (by
the subscribers) in the integrity of a key distribution center (KDC) into a
trusted secure communication channel between 30 pair of the subseribers (the
transmitter and receiver) - who must in turn unconditionally trust ea.ch
other since they have interehangeble eapabili ties as a eonsequence of the
key distribution: the transmitter ean disavow messages that he did sent and
the receivers can fraudulently attribute messages to the transmitter which
the transmitter did not send. The eonsequenee of the unconditional ~rust i.s
that no such dispute can be logically arbitrated. A s~quence of progressively
more complex protocols were analyzed from the standpoint of identifying .
where trust existed initially, how, to where and when it was transferred 
and what the nature of the trust was that finally existed as 30 result of the
protocol being exercized.

The object of an information·integrity protocol is to a.chieve some"com
bination of functions in the presence of distrust and deceit; secreey, authen
tication, eoncurrenee, identification, certification, verification, etc. A list
of some two dozen of the more important funetions was presented and dis
cussed - in part from the standpoint of identifying information integrity
primitives. Associated whieh each function are protocols for its realization.
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The protocol must be designed to accommodate the trust relations existing
between the participant prior to its execution and to realize the necessary
relations thereafter.

The purpose of this talk was to provide an insight into likely future ap
plications for public-key cryptography as a means to achieving information
integrity protocols and functions~

Gustavus J. Simmons, Albuquerque, NM

Alternative approach to cryptanalysis

The new wave to design cryptographic schemes and protocols is to use
the concept of proven secure cryptosystems. The ~raditional method of
cryptanalysis is to attack the unproven assumption used to design the sys
tem. Other new approaches are emerging. Ta prove that a scheme fulfils
a need, a formal model of the need is necessary. When this model is too
weak, or is the wrong one, or even when ther~ is no model, problems couId
occur and the resulting scheme couId be insecure. Examples are gi'ven· in
detail. A different problem is that the mathematical proof could be wrong
which could imply that the resulting scheme is insecure. Finally a proven
secure scheme could" be used for an application not covered by the model
or -the theorem. The~e proble~s imply that a cryptanalyst could use other
methods to break real world cryptosystems based on prQ'~en secure schemes.

Yvo Desmedt, University of Wisconsin, MW

Editor: Markus Frisch, Karlsruhe
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